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Build a solid foundation of forming letters with Traditional Handwriting: Beginning Cursive! The book

is packed with letter practice pages grouped by similarity of formation so that students in grades

1&#150;3 can practice letters with the same types of strokes. The reproducible practice pages

feature uppercase and lowercase review, numbers and number words, days of the week, and

months of the year. The book is perfect for use in the classroom, after school, during the summer, or

anytime students need extra handwriting practice. This 34-page book includes a reproducible blank

handwriting practice page and a handy reference chart.
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Sadly no letters are shown with arrows for direction. Our child had no way of knowing where to start

and which direction to move.

I like this book and do use it occasionally as an additional resource. For our main cursive

curriculum, I create worksheets online for my children to trace with quotes and poems, our address,

and my children's names. I've found that if what they are writing is personally relevant then my

children are more eager to write. The approach in this book is excellent and is the best I've seen for

this type of workbook, I have just found a better approach for our family.



Of all the Denilian handwriting workbooks, this one shows the most correct forming of the letters.

The only thing it does not show correctly (in my own personal opinion) is the starting area for each

letter, but that is easily corrected with a thin sharpie. My students were very eager to start learning

cursive and this is an excellent workbook with proper letter progression according to the shapes

each letter makes and the strokes required. Highly recommended.

My second grader was very disappointed to find out that she wouldn't be learning cursive writing in

school. She asked for cursive writing workbooks for her birthday so she can teach herself. The book

is good quality, and has lots of lines for tracing and then practicing the letters and words. My

daughter was thrilled to receive this as a gift and can't wait to get started.

Overall, this is a good book for learning and practicing cursive. I think two things would improve it: 1)

instructions on how to form the letter shapes, and 2) more space to practice. What is nice is the

grouping of like shapes and related practice words and sentences.

Excellent tool for practice cursive writing. Very useful with clear and appealing drawings. I do

recommend it with no doubts.

This is a nice introductory cursive workbook. As cursive is no longer taught in most public schools,

this will be useful in teaching my child at home. It teaches how to do each letter separately and then

links them together until the child can write a whole word on their own. I would recommend it.

It's a good work book if you are working WITH your child but it gives very little direction on direction

to draw letters in. If you look really closely at the letters on the top right corner there are one or two

teeny tiny little arrows on each letter. Good work book but more direction would be better.
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